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Volume 56, Issue 2 I  October 3,1996 • Olivet Nazarene University
Ludwig Desk: Cushy job, or no?Campus Renovations: Still going... and going... and going...Do you 
really have a life at college?Kids and Kissing: No more Precious MomentsPatriotism: Catch a clue, people!
October 3,1996
■
'Cause I Said So...
Editor's Note: This issue is dedicated to Christina Shaver Key, 21, who 
was killed September 24 in a traffic accident in Bourbonnais. She was 
a junior at Olivet, majoring in psychology and social work. Christina 
was also the wife o f Donald Key, a former Olivet student, andmother 
to two-month-old Emerald Grace. And she was our friend.Tina,. I guess if I could talk to you again, there would be so many things I would say. I'm sorry I didn't keep in touch more after you married and moved away from campus. I'm also sorry I didn't wave more when I walked by you almost every day, usually in a hurry to something that seemed so important. I wish just for one hour that I could tell you ev­erything I feel right now.But there's so much to remember about you. You’re a big part of those unfoigettable freshman year memories. Like the time Damon, Katie, you, and I went to the bridge for a double-date and ate an entire bag of Hershey's Hugs. Or the many times we played triple-UNO in the Red Room. I also remember how you helped me entertain my sister Melanie when she visited over Fall Break. Then there was that time we were studying for that speech final. You had to keep waking me up because I was too tired. And I'll never forget holding Emerald in my arms just a few weeks ago, thinking how lucky she was to have you as a mother. Til miss you, and I thank the Lord you were in my life.
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lor convocation
BY MATT GRILLS Executive EditorSome say you can’t go home again, but Olivet graduate Russ Bredholt will be returning to his col­lege stomping grounds next week as the distinguished speaker at the an­nual Academic Convocation Chapel."Our speaker is going to meet the students eye to eye and challenge them," said Dr. Fran Reed, Associate Dean of Instruction. "It won’t be him reading a formal paper. I don't think that's his style anyway."Bredholt is president of Bredholt and Company, Inc. He also is a management consultant special­izing in critical and strategic thinking. Bredholt graduated from Olivet with a bachelor's degree in communica­tions, and he has served for 17 years as a consultant to the General Board of the Church of the Nazarene. He has worked with organizations such as Walt Disney Attractions, Budget Rent-A-Car, Marriott Hotels and Re­sorts, Hershey Foods and Toyota in the area of strategic development."He has sat in the chairs
out there," continued Reed, describ­ing the chapel guest. "He is coming to say, 'Here's what I have learned. Let me talk to you now."Dr. Gary Streit, Dean of Academic Affairs, expressed his antici­pation. "I'm excited about our speaker, Russ Bredholt. He's a futur­ist... It's going to be a great chapel, a great couple of days."The convocation is actually spanned over two days, with Bredholt being introduced the first and his pre­sentation the next. Wednesday's chapel service will include an aca­demic processional and a brief de­scription of academic origins, tradi­tions, and regalia. Larry Watson and Elizabeth Patrick will be giving faculty testimonies."These two faculty mem­bers who are going to be giving their testimonies are standing up there for us," Reed added. "We, the faculty, are called to-be here,”Orpheus Choir will be pro­viding the music and Associated Stu­dents Council President Kristen Alger will be presenting the background of
academic traditions.Reed commented, "There’s a history to what we do here that goes back to the first universities, where the tradition started. I think the academic convocation is a way to show the meaning behind the tradi­tion." In previous years, students have expressed concern over the time of the convocation. Reed said that has again been taken into consideration while planning for the event."We have done everything we can do in preliminary meetings to frame it within the time constraints of chapel," she said.-Streit reminds the Olivet community, of the purpose for the convocation."The reason we do this is to set a positive academic tone for the year. Fall revival revives us spiritually, and this can do the same for us aca­demically. We are taking a few mo­ments to help us focus on the aca­demic dimensions of Olivet," he noted.
Aurora staff desires to make
book
BY GABRIELLE GARRETTNews WriterChange and tradition is what college life is all about. In reflec­tion of those qualities, this year's Au­rora yearbook theme will be "Mak­ing History."The 1997 yearbook will be the Aurora’s attempt to show Olivet’s blending of the old and new.‘We wanted the yearbook to show that Olivet is a traditional school, yet it is also future-focused with the new technology and con­struction," commented co-editor Craig Dockery."Making History" was the brainstormed idea of last semester’s 
Aurora editing staff. Chief editors Craig Dockery and Amanda Pickett made their final decision on the theme at the beginning of this school
f  year, and began working immediately.One respect in which the yearbook will be different this year is that each sectionwill begin with an overview of an alumnus and the con­tributions he or she has made to the community surrounding them.Pickett gave her explana­tion for this concept. W e are very ex­cited to include Olivet alumni in the 
Aurora. We feel that it will add to the overall effect of the yearbook.”So far the yearbook is run­ning according to schedule, which can be attributed to the delegation of responsibility within the new staff. Dockery and Pickett have appointed six section editors, each of which has their own staff. Approximately every two weeks the section editors meet to discuss the progress of their arej. “Our system provides for
needed accountibilty,Dockery said. "One person can not run a yearbook by themself.”Staff members are excited about their contribution in making the yearbook. Junior Sherri Jackson, who works in several different sec­tions of the Aurora, commented on fter feelings."I’m proud of the Aurora because so many different students are involved. It’s really exciting to have a book full of our memories cap­tured throughout the year. We’re adding our chapter to history.”Dockery admits, however, that he would like to see more stu­dents involved. W e want students to feel like this is their yearbook.”The Aurora is scheduled for distribution in April 1997.
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B Y  VALERIE BATES News-WriterCampus improvements have been an ongoing project here at Olivet. Two visible changes easy to detect are the refurbished lobbies and the bricked Clocktower, but the reno­vations underneath the surface have played a viable role in the “new” Olivet.The road in front of Chapman Hall weaving its way to Chalfant is a nice dressing to the im­provements underground. This in­cluded 1400 feet of steam and water lines placed this summer under that same road.An upgrade of the electric wiring has been done in order to handle computers and phone lines. Ameritech was handling Olivet’s phone system, but with the digital system Olivet has control and more flexibility.The more visible differences are found in the dormitories. Howe, Gibson, Chapman and Nesbitt all rewere renovated this summer. Howe and Gibson were equipped with new windows and air conditioning. Nesbitt’s lobby was remodeled with new furniture and carpet, and
Chapman attained an array of im­provements including a remodeled third floor and a new smoke detec­tion unit. The system has smoke de­tectors in every room, and it will eventually be in every dorm.The educational facilities improved this summer include the lower level of Benner Library. Itwas given new carpeting and offices. Lis­tening stations are now enclosed and all the educational material has been moved. A new computer lab was added, on the fourth floor of Burke Administration.Nicole Given, a sopho­more English education student, said of the new lab, “It would be great if all the computers worked all . the time, but it is convenient for the English Department to have a com­puter lab on the fourth floor." The lab is used for classes and is open to all students.Snowbarger Park was among the renovated areas when the Lady Tigers' softball field was im­proved this summer. It received dugouts and new fencing to sur­round the field. The Warming
House was extended to include bath­rooms and a kitchen, air conditioning and heating, and a picnic area was erected with tables and grills just out­side. The Alumni Center is close to completion. Guest rooms, located in the back of the Harlow Hopkins Alumni Center, are being renovated for guests and alumni who visit the school throughout the year.Doug Perry, Vice President of Finance, said, “We replace so much each year - it is just routine. We’ve done a good job keeping Olivet nice.”These renovations were enough for anybody to handle com­ing back for the 1996-1997 school year, but more changes will occur this com­ing summer and over the next five years. The first of these renova- dons will take place in Ludwig Cafete­ria. Six or eight points of service will be constructed and have food prepa­ration to these points.The oven, grills, and other food preparation devices will be up close and personal so stu­dents can see food being prepared. “We’ll be able to serve more people
fester... and it [the food] will get to you hotter and fresher,” said Perry.Marriott has called in their own architect for this endeavor and contributed 1250,000of the 1600,000, project. The Olivet mural will most likely come down due to the planned improvements. ,Second in the five year plan is a classroom building to be located between Wisner and Chalfant.. It will tentatively include faculty offices, classrooms, and le c l ture halls. Another major renova­tions includes an Athletic Stadium for men and women sports. It would be used for football, soccer, track and Commencement. Seating3,000 fens on the home side and 1,000 on the visitor side,khis building design will be based slightly on the Ames Sta­dium located in Michigan City, Indi­ana. The administration headed out to see the stadium in late Septem­ber with an architect.Dr. Fran Reed, Associate Dean of Students, said, “I fed excited of the feet that we can have first-class facilities, and it goes beyond an ath­
letic arena. The most positive aspect of this multi-purpose facility is that it draws people from all over. It will benefit the athletics and other arenas. We are building for the future.”Those are a few of the ma­jor projects that are on the table in the next five years, but smaller projects are being considered as well. These indude the devdopment of the campus entrance into an Admissions Welcoming Center. A1 Raby of Nash­ville, Tennessee has been called in as a campus planner for this project.The renovation of the De­partment of Education, Reed Hall of Science, two floors in Burke, and Kresge Auditorium are also on the list for improvements.The estimated cost of these future renovations is ten to fif­teen million dollars. Perry said the money will be raised through a five- year capital campaign and financing. Involved in the decisions are faculty and staff, the administrative team, and the Board of Trustees. A trust­ees meeting occurred this week, where renovation plans were on the discussion agenda.
Student council working hard to balance budget
B Y  KLM KREITH News EditorEach year the students of Olivet Nazarene University vote into office whom they fed will best repre­sent themselves and their school. 11115 year’s elected Associated Student Council (ASC) team o f1996-1997 is giv­ing its all to do just this.ASC is composed of mem­bers representing the Men’s Residence Association, Women's Residence Asso­ciation, several representatives, class councils, GlimmerGlass and the Am- . 
rora. These organizations and dubs individually tackle situations and spon­sor activities throughout the school year. What most students may not know is that these groups draw their financial support from one pool.Without any knowledge, though, ASC has walked into a finan­cial strain which began nearly five years years ago. Kristen Alger, ASC President, explained, “Funds are little under $20,000 in debt” This problem re­
cently was brought to the council's' full attention and the team is ready to tackle it. The source of financial strain has to do with production of 
the Aurora yearbook. Each student pays $60 per year through tuition, half of which covers the cost of the yearbook and the other half to or­ganizational fees. The problem is that the cost of producing the year­book has been higher than the fees charged to students in past years.Another strain was the production of the 1995 yearbook. Because some deadlines were not met on time the Aurora  was charged late fees, putting produc­tion $12,000 over budget. The so­lution was a simple change in pub­lishers. The new company with which the Aurora is working is Herff Jones Publishing, which does not charge such fees.ASC team is now work­ing to eliminate the debt Alger said,
“One way to do this is charging stu­dents five to ten dollars extra for the yearbook."But Craig Dockery, co-edi­tor of AurSftt stated, ‘We would like to pull ourselves out of debt so no one else has to pay fork."Amanda Pickett, co-editor of Aurora, said, “Production of the Am- 
rora was under budget last year and will probably be $8000 under budget this year. If we stay under budget for the next three years, we will pull our­selves out."Another option remains for the Aurora budget. Hie possibil­ity of Aurora having a separate ac­count would bring to the staff's atten­tion how much money they have to work with. So when checks are writ­ten for payments, it will come from one source and not the grand pool.The financial strain of Au­
rora is not based or blamed on indi­viduals. Dockery explained, "The ASC treasury should have noticed the cost
difference before things became worse." Vice President of Finance Leah Hudson added, W e are just a tool to paying the bills."No one is individually to blame for the lack of funds. ASC is a group that works together as a en­tity. The problem is now realized and everyone is doing what needs to be done. Alger explained, *Aurora is working very hard to remedy the situation.”Alger also explained that she has been on ASC for four years and had no clue that they were in fi­nancial difficulty.When these problems were brought to the attention of the other clubs they were not pleased with the deficit, but now each party has a mutual understanding.Clubs and organizations under the ASC umbrella have been advised to cut what used to be free spending down to only necessary
spending. They also have to keep track of all phone calls outside the eight-mile radius of Olivet. This in­cludes keeping and maintaining a phone log which requires who was called, their number and how long the call was. Despite the difficulties in office this year, ASC emphasizes that it is doing all it can for the interests of students and their school.
CorrectionIn the September 12 issueofthe 
GlimmerGlass, the article "Going Electronic Has Several Ups and Downs” mdirectly quoted WONU Director Bill DeWees as saying, "„.instead ofthe boring Breadway or opera music currently playing," Dewees does not fed the form of music is boring. He appreciates all music and is not biased to only WONU. H
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BY CHRISTINA MAULDIN NewsWriterFrom all indications, this year’s Family Weekend, sponsored by Men’s and Women’s Residence Asso­ciations, was a huge success.Local hotels giving special rates reported that they were full with Olivet parents who came to spend the weekend with their children. Some that offered special rates to parents coming for Family Weekend were the Fairfield Inn, Ramada Inn, and the Hampton Inn. The number of par­ents this year was so great that an overflow stayed at other area hotels as well. The weekend started Fri­day evening with a pep rally for stu-
end was to have a strong showing for the concert. I wanted to reach out to {»rents and I especially wanted to reach out into the Kankakee commu­nity. I think it is neglected and that we as Christians need to reach out to everyone and not just our own ‘polis’ or community.”The overall atmosphere at the concert was one of joy and praise. Anointed had enthusiasm and en­joyed interacting with the audience, interspersing mini-testimonials and jokes between soulful songs. Parents and students left feeling uplifted.Family Weekend contin­ued with a tailgate party Saturday to get parents and students excited be­fore the Olivet Tigers faced off
“I t h i n k  MRA and  
Family Weekend is a great 
event to kick o ff the school 
year. And I  fe e l the event 
can only get better.”- Bill Passo, MRA President
dents in the cafeteria. The pep rally was originally to be held outside, food provided by Marriott Food Ser­vices. The rally was moved inside, due to weather conditions.Many students could also be observed at this time furiously cleaning their rooms, in order to make a good impression when par­ents had a chance to look at them on Saturday night.The festivities were contin­ued with a concert at 8 p.m. by the contemporary Christian group Anointed. Tickets for the concert were $5 dollars for students and par­ents. The concert attracted many visi- tors to the campus, including people from the surrounding Kankakee com­munity. According to Bill Passo, MRA President, there were about 700 people present, “which is real good for only two weeks of advertising."“My goal for Family Week-
pressed with Olivet.”Saturday night from 4-6 p.m. was an open dorm time. Many parents were seen throughout various residence halls, catching a glimpse of where their students reside. Follow­ing was a dollar movie in Kresge Audi­torium at 8 p.m. The movie was, ap­propriately enough, Disney's “The Par­ent Trap." Sunday morning’s 9 a.m.
Continental Breakfast was the perfect ending to Family Weekend. Freshman Andrew Foster, a member of ‘Re­fined’, the Lifesong group that sang before the devotional, said, “The whole continental breakfast was packed. My parents couldn’t even find a place to sit down. They really enjoyed the whole weekend.” Students and their families were en­couraged to worship at a local church
of their choice after the breakfast.Sophomore Sarah Schmidt said, “My mom came up and it was a nice opportunity to spend time together.”Passo echoed these senti­ments by saying: “I think MRA and WRA’s Family Weekend is a great event to kick offthe school year. And I feel the event can only get better.”
against Tiffin University. For four dollars parents enjoyed sandwiches, chips, and soft drinks at the Warm­ing House, all provided by Marriott They also enjoyed catching up with family land friends as well as meeting new people. Students got in free with their ID.According to several stu­dents the game was the highlight of the weekend, so expectation of an exciting afternoon definitely perme­ated the party. “I thought it was a really good social time and my par­ents were really impressed with the quantity and quality of the food at the tailgate party,” said Brian Paul, a freshman whose parents visited.Freshman Jeff Randolph said, “My parents had a really good . time. It was like their vacation time. My dad really liked the tailgate party. He thought the Warming House was really cool. They were really im-
Planned Parenthood soon to 
study drug-induced abortionCollege Press ServiceNEW YORK -  Planned Parenthood announced September 11 that many of its dimes will offer a drug-induced, form of abortion this fall as part of a national study.The study on early medi­cal abortions has been approved by the Food and Drug Administration and involves methotrexate and misoprostol, two drugs currently used to treat cancer, arthritis and other conditions.Planned Parenthood said it hopes the study will persuade the FDA to deem the drugs “safe and; effective” as an abortion method.During4 tf!9*procedure, a woman no more than seven weeks pregnant is injected with
methotrexate, which stops the devel­opment of the placenta and embryo.Five to seven days later, the patient receives intravaginal doses of misoprostol, which causes the uterus to contract and expel the fe­tus. In some cases, if abortion does not occur after seven days, the patient is given a second dose of misoprostoL“We are gratified that the FDA is allowing us to move forward with our study of medical abortion," said Gloria Feldt, president of Wanned Parenthood.The two-drug abortion ; method already is in use in Europe ; and china. The FAD currently is con-1 sidering whether to approve RU-486, or the abortion pill, also used in Eu-1
rope, Feidt said.“In the foreseeable fu­ture, women will likely soon have a choice of two new medical options forending unwanted pregnancies - ending them early, and without sur­gery,” she said. “That is great news for women’s health.”The National Right to life Committee has condemned the two-drug abortion method, stress­ing that it stops the heart of an un­born child and may cause compli- : cations to the mother.A study published last August in the New England Journal of Medicine concluded the method “representsa safe and effective al- | temative to invasive methods for the termination of early pregnancy.”
Catholic University ditches 
satanieCollege Press ServiceSAN FRANCISCO -  Thanks to the miracles of modern technology, a Catholic university has finally been able to ditch its satanie 666 phone prefix and start using 422 instead.For years, the University of San Francisco has been the butt of jokes because of the prefix 666, which the Bible says is the mark of the devil. But the technology to change the number wasn’t available
“We’ve been getting calls on itfor ten years, eversincerve been here. 'Do you know that your prefix I is the sign of the beast?”  University Spokesperson MeiTaylor told United Press International."That’s all that was avail­able at the tim e... and financially it would have been very expensive, in foe tens of thousands of dollars, to change it ”But Pacific Bell technicians figured out a way to do it, and the
prefix. The number’s association with the devil comes from the Bible's Book of Revelation, which says: “Then Isawanofoerbeast that rose out of the earth; it had two horns... and sjx>ke like a dragon... its number is six hundred sixty-six."Officials at the private Je­suit university note, however, that thenumberdidn’tseem tobringthe university any bad luck. A fundraising campaign recently raised $75,000 and enrollment is up.until recently.
October 3,1996Freshman Council the sta
BY JESSICA SWINDLE Features Writer"Chews Merideth forClass Rep", "Andy Is A Real Class Act", "The Top Ten Reasons Why You Should YoteAnitaforPresident"...Remember these? Countless signs like these plas­tered over every square inch of our campus recendy, and a few signs have been said to have found their way to the bathroom stalls.These were all attempts made by hopeful freshman in order to be elected to the Freshman Class Council. Hie signs were just one small measure each took to ensure that as many students as possible would rec­ognize his or her name on the ballot and know what it stood for.The campaigning began on a Sunday night at 9 p m. and ended on Tuesday at 9 p m. During this time each person running came up with their own catchy slogan, sent out mailings, gave away candy, and cam­paigned to as many people as would listen. When elections were over the Freshman Council was an­nounced with Josh Vance as. presi­dent, Christine Caldwell as Vice Presi­dent, Christina Waldron as secretary, Paul Johnson, Merideth Densford and Erik Gemand as ASC representatives, and Krista Willoughby as class chap­lain.Chuck
The Social Committee consists of Shannon Boyts, Shannon Clark, Jam ilee Cook, Bethany Hedder, and Andrea Waldron. Presi­dent Joshua Vance wants this to be the best year in Olivet history for the freshman class.Vance’s goals are to come out on top ofthe budget and to make this year enjoyable. He would like everyone to be interested in the freshman events, stith as the tradi­tional costume and candy festival which will take place on November 1 after the Jazz Band concert. This year they will be adding a bonfire to the activities. Vance also wants students to feel that their ideas forthe council and class will be considered, that their ideas and suggestions will be thought on. “Like King Arthur and the Round Table, with the council I want it to be like the class is right there with us,” Vance stated.When asked why she ran for class office, Merideth Densford commented that she was excited to be working at improving the school as a whole. She is happy to know that she belongs to a council that is inter­ested in really getting things accom­plished, and that the group really takes their job seriously.Social Committee mem­ber Andrea Waldron said that, “It’s go-
Thefreshmen council, recently elected, basalreadystartedmakinggoalsfortbeirfirstyear at college. Theofficersfor 
the Class o f2000 are excited to serve their peers and get involved in Olivet activities (John Dickson photo)ing to be a very good year and I hope tobeasapproachableaspossible,and well, enjoyed taking an active part in everyone will get involved in commit- to have students know that if some- making Olivet as great as it can possi-. tees so the class will actually be part thing is bothering them I am always blybe. of the council as a whole.” interested in listening and helping With a group of studentsKrista Willoughby said, wherever I can.” as optimistic as the freshmen coun-“My biggest goal as chaplain for the She later added that she cil, one would hope that Olivet canfreshmen is to see the whole class was excited to get to meet so many reach a new level of excellence this united as a body of believers. I want people during the election. She, as school year.News of the Weird
• Aimed with descriptions ofthe per­petrators, police fairly quickly made arrests in robberies in Chicago in Au­gust and OshawafcOntario, in March because thieves were unsuccessful in blending with the crowds as they walked away with their loot. Accord­ing to police, Jude Bradshaw, 41, was still wearing the green hat and purple pants he wore to rob the Chicago bank, and the 36-year-old man who robbed the Oshawa Discount Centre had made no effort to disguise the metal hook he uses in place of a hand.• The government of Zimbabwe an­nounced in June that it was pessimis­tic that it could fill the vacant posi­tion of hangman after the resignation of Tommy Griffiths, 72, an English­man who had held the part-time post
since the 1950s. Though dozen of men are on death row, no local per­son will take the job because of a na­tional superstition about taking someone’s life without a personal motive.• The New: York Times reported in April that entomologist P. Kirk Visscher and two colleagues set out to challenge the conventional wis­dom that a human should only very carefully attempt to extract the stingerafterahoneybeeattack. Their thesis is that speed of removal, not style, is more important, and they tested it the only way they knew how: Dr. Visscher took about 50 honey­bees over several days, methodically rubbed each against his skin until it Stung extracted the stinger, and mea­
sured the welt. Said Visscher, “That’s the price of fame and fortune.”• Fishing on Junior Lake in July, Phil Cram, the police chief of Medway, Maine, lost part of his hand when an explosive tube he was using illegally to stun fish blew up prematurely.• In April, a devoutly Christian absti­nence counselor and high school se­nior, Danyale Andersen, 18, of Redmond, Oregon, gave birth to the baby of a former, short-term boy­friend. She said she felt guilty about it but still believes in abstinence.• In Tampa, Florida, in April, Antonio Valiente Valdez Jr., on his way to court to answer a traffic citation for driving without his prescription glasses, acci­dentally hit a car that had already crashed on the side of the road. Ac-
cordirig to police, he wasn’t wearing his glasses then, either.• In April, Christopher J . Kerins, a Trenton, New Jersey, undercover po­lice officer, was arrested and charged with robbing the Kenwood Savings Bank in Cincinnati during a break while attending the Middle Atlantic Law Enforcement convention. (Kerins, unfamiliar with the dty, re­portedly paused after collecting the money from the teller to ask direc­tions out to Interstate 71, and he was spotted on his way there by a local police officer.)•  In July, according to a fire depart­ment official in Pullman, Washington, the cause of a fire in a parked truck was the magnification of the sun, through a plastic prism hanging from
the truck’s ceiling, onto a stack of pa­pers. The truck’s owner said the prism was a gift from his insurance company. And residents of Santa Rosa, Texas, were temporarily in jeop­ardy in June when a fire broke out in the town’s only fire truck, disabling it.• The Only Way Out: A 63-year-old man died in may in West Plains, MO; he had set himself on fire in a suicide attempt, but the pain was so great that he ran into a pond to douse the flames and drowned.* And in June in Exkilstuna, Sweden, Leif Borg, 59, mired in a divorce pro­ceeding, blew himself up with dyna­mite in the courtroom and injured four others.
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How many times have you heard someone around campus say something sounding like, “I’m just so bored with Olivet. I just can’t wait to graduate from college and finally get started with the rest of my life”? Too many of us seem to have settled into a comfortable routine of doing the same old things with the same old people and feel no need to break from it until we finally graduate. Some students are in such a hurry to move on that they give up the tradi­tional college life to get married early. We all need to stop rushing into a fu­ture which will come soon enough and start making these four years meaningful - we all need to start do­ing a new thing.The importance of finding meaning in every stage of life hit me in a new way this summer when deal­ing with the loss of my aunt. In her 47 years she touched countless lives as a teacher and friend. In the days following her death I learned through the memories of others what it means to be a genuinely good person and the positive influence that one per-l son can have on the lives of others. I was forced to look at my own life, to examine what I had done to give my life meaning. What I saw was discour­
aging. I too had settled into a rou­tine of doing as little here as possible; my only immediate purpose was to be finished with Olivet as quickly as I could. I did not care to become more involved socially than was absolutely
Debbie Chase 
Opinions Editor
is difficult on a small campus such as Olivet, where we divide ourselves up into tight little “friend circles.” Like most Olivetians, I had found a group of friends that I always met for meals and weekend outings. Though it was
necessary. So when I came back to Olivet this fall I made some changes which I’d like to recommend. I branched out, I got involved, and I got real. It’s important to keep “branching out” instead of limiting yourself to the same set of people. By opening ourselves up to new friends, we are faced with new ideas and in­terests. But often this branching out
great to have that close group, I was limiting myself to them. Being a rela­tively shy person, I used these people as an excuse to close myself off from meeting new people. Others prob­ably feel that they already have more than enough friends, but that’s never true. b(  limiting the people you get to know you are limiting your chance to influence and be influenced by the life of another. An important aspect
of branching out is reaching out. There are a tot of wonderful but lonely people on this campus who just don’t know where to start.One easy way to come in contact with more people is to get involved on campus. I know that last year we were all encouraged by former Associated Students Councjl President Kristy Hall to “be some­thing, do something,” but I did not realize how uninvolved I was until this year, when I repeatedly answered, “No, I’m not a freshman, and no, Fm not a transfer” to anyone I met, though this is my third year on cam­pus. That was a serious wake-up call to me to get involved. Despite a diffi­cult schedule of 19 hours, I have been amazed by the amount o f time I’ve been able to make in order to accom­modate the organizations I have be­come involved with. Though it’s al­ready October, it’s not too late to get involved with a club, organization, or ministry. The experiences you’ll have working with others will not only look good on a resume - they will make a difference in your life.One of the most difficult things to do on this campus is to be real. We are constantly presented with the challenge to reach some
standard of perfection. This pressure not only comes from the Student Life Handbook but from our peers. Top often I have exaggerated or under­stated what I really felt because I feared I’d be put-down or labeled as a non-Christian. I never felt that I could really share my thoughts and feelings because no one else seemed to do so. I found, however, that when I began to get real those around me also did the same. Through this newly discovered openness and hon­esty I’ve formed my closest friend­ships, which have taught me a lot about myself and the way I often misperceive those around me. I now have a better sense of who I am and how my life relates to others.I’m still focused on the fu­ture. I look forward to graduating and beginning a new stage in my life. But that goal permeates my present be­cause I know that all of the experi­ences I gain through activities and honest relationships in these last two years at Olivet are going to better pre­pare me to influence the lives of my future students.Besides, I don’t want to wait another two years to make my life mean something. Do you?
BY RACHELLE POTTS Opinions WriterPatrick Henry once said, “I regret that I have but one life to lose for my country.” He expressed such a passion for an unborn country, one for which he was willing to lay down his very life. That’s what I call patrio­tism! He, like most colonists, fought because of his deep love for the strug­gling country. They had such a burn­ing desire for freedom they could taste it and would not rest until they were free men.Today our nation lacks the type of fervor and patriotism that was displayed so prevalently just a few decades ago. Our military is lam­basted by Congress, dodged by the president, and mocked by the citi­zens. Young men and women do not want to enlist in the military because they have no consuming desire in
their hearts to give their lives to the country that God has allowed them - to live in. Our government has to bribe men and women with health care, housing, life-long benefits, and the almighty dollar just to get them interested ih serving their country for a short time. While I agree the mon­etary benefits of serving our country are good, I do not think that should be one’s only reason for joining the Armed Forces —There are times, like this past Olympic year, when everyone in America gets a warm fuzzy feeling in their heart when the United States wins over 100 medals, and our ath­letes cry when the National Anthem is played. It is at those moments when we as Americans feel pride and patriotism coursing through our veins. We are ready at those moments to buy the shirts patterned after
American flags, and wear others that say, “God Bless America.” One thing I noticed, however, is that very few athletes actually sang along with the National Anthem at the Olympics  ^Did they even know the words?In our public education system, many students are no longer required to recite the Pledge of Alle­giance before the start of the school day. I believe this has contributed to the lack of respect our youth have for the flag and our nation as a whole: In parades some men, women, and chil­dren do not even bat an eye when the flag goes by. Our nation is slowly los­ing its once heralded patriotism. The togetherness that once united the country is steadily declining and loos­ening its grip on Americans. The pride that was once ingrained in the hearts and minds of all Americans is no longer prevalent in our society.
We are quickly approach­ing election time, and an alarming number of Americans will not even notice when election day rolls around. Many citizens do not vote, and do not care to. When our found­ing fathers established the govern­ment for our great nation, their main idea was citizen involvement in the process they worked so hard to imple­ment For hundred ofyears men took pride in voting, and women fought with every ounce of their being to be allowed to participate in the demo­cratic process. Today people do not even seem to care! Each one of those citizens is quick to complain, how­ever, when the elected officials make policy decisions they do not agree with. In my opinion, people do not have the right to complain if they do not participate in the country's elec­tion process.
As students away from home we have a tendency to think that voting is just not an option for us. That, however, is false. Fall break is the perfect time to go home and vote absentee. Also, one could regis­ter to vote her» in the Kankakee area. While some students may not be fa­miliar with local officials, national can­didates such as the president will be easier to vote for.While I do not believe the redneck philosophy o f “America only,” I do believe that we should take pride in the nation God has blessed us with. W ithout patriotism in America our country will lose its en­thusiasm. It is a fundamental neces­sity for nationwide unity. God calls us to faithful to our leaders and pa­triotism is just a part of that. I pray ‘ God will continue to bless our nation despite its many shortcomings.
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Add to the ranks of inap­propriate gender action yet another guilty male. The barbaric intentions and carnal advances stemming from man’s inner nature were once again unmasked last week, when six-year-' old Johnathan Prevette of a North Carolina first grade class was sus­pended for kissing a giri on the cheek.
time, but he could not go to the school ice cream party where good attendance was rewarded. And to top it off, the poor kid is being chased by every talk show in the country to tell his story... a high price to pay for planting a peck on another child’s cheek. Okay. Does anyone else
Mamrudes
Matt Grills 
Executive Editor
His offense was classified as what is considered today’s worst mortal sin: sexual harassment.No matter that the girl smooched had requested the lipwork. The fact is that a violation took place, and the world of children has now been permanently saturated with the paradoxical messages adults send each other about sexuality. And people wonder why psychological disorders exist.Johnathan is certainly pay­ing the price for his crime. Not only was the young boy restrained from playing with his friends and left alone in an empty classroom for coloring
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ing to win hopscotch relays so a girl would “like” me and show it with a little smooch. True, adults are not advised to act this way. But why over­lap our standards onto the reality they know as children? That’s what 1 call a true rape of innocence.You know where this leads, right? Ban note-passing in‘el­ementary schools and separate the girls and boys on the playground. Heck, just separate them in class as well. Try to keep them unaware of another gender until they “come of age.” I’m saying here that kids will al­ways act like kids, and not even a mis­
applied and often overused phrase like “sexual harassment” will stop it. And I’m glad. Call me optimistic, but I don’t think children can be near as evil and depraved as adults even with a bad example right in front of them. God creates them with a sweet inno­cence not easily taken away at such a tender young age. Perhaps the adults behind Prevette’s suspension don’t realize that labeling an innocent kiss only makes it more mysterious and forbidden, and you know that kids won’t always ignore what they are told is mysterious and forbidden.So if you are going to out-
see a big problem here? Johnathan has been chided for expressing feel­ings of friendship. Some might call his kiss romance or sexual attraction, but I highly doubt it; we are talkingabout six-year-olds, for heaven’s sake. I will feel sorry for Johnathan when he grows up and is expected to express these same feelings in a world that taught him it was wrong.Let’s just admit that kids can get away with a lot of stuff not possible in the land of grown-ups. They can throw temper-tantrums and spill glasses and throw food and be noisy. Especially in grade school. And they even kiss. I can remember try-
law kissing for kids, just outlaw all those dorky pictures o f boys smooching girls and vice-versa that you see in every, shop at the mall. Outlaw the cards, the posters, any­thing where-the kids are exchanging a sweet touch of the lips. In fact, get rid of Precious Moments and anything remotely close to children engaging in any sort of act expressing affection. Let the pressures of adulthood drizzle down into the lives of our greatest treasure... our children.According to the politically correct world, there’s no more room for precious moments such as these.
•  • •
Dear Edit«-,In response to Debbie Chase’s article “Morality Begins in the Home, Not the House", from the September 12 issue of the GlimmerGlass, Webster's Dictionary defines the following;
morality «. rightness or wrongness, as of an action; right or moral conduct; moral principles.legislate v. to make or pass laws.. In her opening paragraph, Ms. Chase criticizes “legislated morality." I wonder aloud if this is not, perhaps, a redundant phrase. Why, pray tell, would you outlaw something that you did not consider to be wrong conduct? Would it be just to protea the public’s rights? Where did this view of protecting other's rights come from? What made me think that this was the right thing to do? Just because it was right for me didn’t mean that it was right for the whole country.What if someone else believed it was right for the whole country? What if someone else believed that the right thing for them to do was to keep me from protecting other’s rights, and impose their beliefs on someone else? How could 11 impose my belief of not imposing beliefs on them and keep my dear consdence? It quickly becomes apparent that this idea is not practical or enforceable.What if someone believes murder is not wrong? What if they want to murder me? Who am I to say that they are wrong? The Bible tells us not to judge, does it not? Ms. Chase would probably retort that this again is an example of someone intruding in someone else’s “personal space,” and should, therefore, be prohibited by legislation. But is there really anything that you do throughout the day that doesn’t affea someone else?‘"•'■kveknme answers. , .. ' . ..DaveChasteen
Dear Editor,Thanks so much for providing your readers with the challenging and refreshing article “Morality Begins in the Home, Not in the House,” featured in Debbie Chase’s Cut to the Chase column. She presented a wonderfoi “pro-choice, pro-life" argument, despite her immersion in an environment which often finds the two views incompatible.I would like to hear more from Ms, Chase on her comparison between laws in society at large and rules here at : I; Oliva. While we have, as she points out, “chosen to live under (Oliver's) guidelines,” we have not, I hope, necessarily | chosen to acquiesce in the face of inequities. We in the Oliva community have a responsibility to consistently place our practices under scrutiny - this is what led to the recent change in curfews.I was recently stirred by the words of Dieter Zander, who reminded us in chapel that we must be careful not to present an oppressive, elitist, flawless image to those who would join our community. Certainly there are “regulations” at Oliva which may present just such an image to prospective students, and which serve to regulate behaviors of those within our community by imposing an artificial “image” upon their bodies. Is this healthy? Is this ethical? Is this community? Is this the image we need to present? I hope someone, perhaps Ms. Chase, will respond to these questions.Thankfully, we have students like Debbie and many others within this community who are willing to think critically and to expose their views to public scrutiny. I have faith in Oliva because it produces students like Debbte Chase - and because it is a community which fives and grows not by prohibiting dissent and discussion, but by nourishing it. 'Ifymif you for listening to these preliminary 2nd thoughtsSincerely,' ■ J . Stephen FountainDepartment of English
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B Y JE N N IFER  SCHAAP Features EditorRevival services have been over for a week.now, and with them departed their powerful speaker, Stephen Manley.Stephen Manley is from Upland, Indiana, the home of Taylor University. He has received degrees from Taylor, Asbury Seminary and Luther Rice Seminary.Manley and his wife Delphine has three children, two boys and a girl, and one grandson bom June 4,1996.Stephen Manley felt the call of God for evangelism. “I was called to preach when I was a kid...and I’ve always been moving in that direc­
tion." Manley has been evangelizing for 29 years now.For the past 15 years, his ministry has focused on the book of Matthew. “I have been living in Mat­thew since 1981,” he said. “[It’s a] saturation of Scripture.”Manley tries to understand where Matthew is coming from and what he is trying to say through what he chose to write to and what he chose not to write.“The flow of Matthew, the whole book, is the cross and its style,” Manley emphasized. "It focuses on servanthood, on spilling your life out for Christ. It is the fundamental of the kingdom,” Manley said.Matthew is about “letting
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Jesus wear you like skin.” Manley elaborated, “It’s all relational." It’s a living through you; doing, not being. It’s been done, so you accept it and let it flow. Many students are very fa­miliar now with phrases like “cross­style” and “self-style” and Manley’s unique way of catching your attention with hand movements, yelling, clap­ping and a little play-acting.Senior Brian Jones said, “He was electrifying and motivating. He preached a very powerful message of God’s love for everyone brought alive in a new way.”“He was very dramatic, but it seemed to have gotten the point across to a lot of people. His style
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just made him what he was,” said jun­ior JanelleWaid.Manley also shared his be­lief about what preaching should be. “I believe the process of preaching is not telling you what I think or believe, but preaching is to become available to the Word of God so it can flow through me,” he said.Preaching should be a time of learning for everyone, and the preacher should be completely wrapped up in the passage, letting the Holy Spirit use him or her.Manley stated, "When a preacher gets done preaching, he should walk away saying, 'I now see; I now understand that passage.’”Manley and his genuine style of preaching was appreciated by many students on this campus, spark­
ing a worship and testimony time in the Tuesday night service at College Church. Manley said that such an extended service is unusual to see; however, college students are more predisposed to such an outbreak since they don’t have children at home or a job to get to in the morn­ing. He also said he appreci­ated that the pastors allowed freedom for this time and did not try to stop or control it, Manley recommended that students get involved in small groups which can have just as effec­tive an accountability as getting in front of everyone.Senior Jamie Wooten con­cluded, “He was a very effective com­municator and presented the gospel in fresh ways."
Dr. Stephen Manley preached a series o f hard-hitting and Spirit-filled messages during bis time at Olivet last week. 
His unique style left an impression on many students, (photo by John Dickson)
B Y COLLEEN DERAISE College Press ServiceCHICAGO -  Tamara Hahn doesn’t have time to sleep. Hahn, a 20-year-old junior at the University of Illinois at Chicago, juggles a full class load, softball practice and a part-time job at a sandwich shop.“During the [softball] sea­son, I get no sleep,” said Hahn. “It’s hard to go to classes sometime. It’s hard to pay attention.” An increasing number of college students, like Hahn, are spending less time snooz­ing and more time feeling tired and listless, according to recent studies.“The simple truth is con­temporary Americans aren’t getting enough sleep,” said lead study author Donald Bliwise, director of the Sleep Disorders Center at Emory University Medical School. “People prioritize all the time for work, family, nutrition, exercise and more.”There is a surge in the number of people who report being fatigued, which indicates they’ve had insufficient sleep, scientists said. An­other study indicates that women college students, in particular, are
more likely to suffer from sleep dep­rivation than their male counterparts.“Students, particularly women students, do suffer from sleep deprivation," says Dr. Kathleen Sex- ton-Radek, chair o f Elmhurst College’s psychology department.Women went to bed ear­lier during the week, but stayed up later on weekends that did men in the study. Women also were less likely than men to take a nap to make up the difference and more likely to be up on weekdays by 8 a.m. than are men. “Napping and sleeping-in on weekends is counter-productive,” says Sexton-Radek. “Napping behav­ior needs are complex. While the body craves sleep, the urge to sleep must be ignored to maintain a healthy, synchronized sleep cycle.”Sexton-Radek says one of the most important habits for a good sleep cycle is to go to bed and get up at about the same time each day. “This will give you a consistent rhythm and will synchronize your biological clocks,” she adds.
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B Y CA R ISSA  SCH APER Features WriterFor many Olivet students, a strong spiritual life is the foundation on which they make daily and life­long choices. There are many orga­nizations that students can get in­volved with, such as SA LT , and other campus ministries that help them use their spiritual gifts. But for many stu­dents, what helps them to grow in their Christian walk and social life is the church that they attend.“Church is essential for my daily walk with God. Church ex­pands not just to my spiritual life but physical, mental and social aspects,” freshman Danae Wolf said.There is a wide variety of churches in the Kankakee area that students may choose to attend. One of the more attended churches by stu­dents is College Church. With three Sunday morning services at 9 a.m., 10:15 a.m. and an 11 a.m. service at Kresge Auditorium. So whether an early riser or one who prefers to sleep in, there is an opportunity to attend. Also, because it is in walking distance students have a few extra minutes to
sleep in that morning.“I like that it is on-cam­pus. You get up and walk to church,” sophomore Scott Armstrong said.While Armstrong likes the convenience of College Church, he has mixed reviews of the church as a whole. “I like the worship se­quence. I hate that the congregation is divided and the pews are about two inches apart,” he said.While there are some negatives to any church, the positives sometimes help students overiook a few things. The purpose of College Church might be one of the good things that make students want to at­tend. The College Church Bul­letin states: “College Church exists to produce fully devoted followers of Christ. We envision our people be­ing involved in worship, evangelism, disciple-making and service.”College Church is a Nazarene church, but it is not the only one in the Kankakee area. Kankakee First Church of the Nazarene is another church that many Olivet students attend. O ff
In Memory of
Christina Shaver Key, 21, a junior psychology/sodal work majorat Olivet, was killed Septem­ber 24 in an automobile accident near Bourbonnais. Her husband, Donald, a former student at Olivet, was released on September 29 from ¡Riverside Medical Center in Kankakee. Their 2-month-old daughter, Emerald, was treatedand ^released to family. Formerly of | Joliet, Ulinois, Tina and her husband resided in Bourbonnais."Christina Key personi­fied all that a sutdent of social work
couldbe,HsaklMichadLaReau,as- sodate professor of sociology and director of Olivet's social work pro­gram. "She was compassionate, in­telligent, strong in faith and very aware of the importance of under­standing the uniqueness of each individual. She will be sorely missed." The University has es-i tablished an account in the family's name for individuals wishing to . make contributions to help meet thdrfinanda! needs, according#) Woody Webb, Dean of Students.
Brookmont Avenue at 1000 North Entrance Avenue, First Church offers two Sunday morning services at 9 a.m. and 10:30 a.m.While for some students having a church on campus is conve­nient, others feel that they should commit themselves offcampus. Jun­ior Matthew Peterson attends First Church. “I didn’t want to go College Church only because it was conve­nient. I felt God’s call to try out First Church,” he said.The style of preaching also differs at First Church, according to senior Kristian Giroux.“I love Pastor [Ronald] Doolittle. [And] I enjoy the sermons because they are more Biblically-cen­tered. Pastor Doolittle preaches right out of the Bible,” Giroux said.Because Olivet was founded by the Nazarene church, many students are members of the
Church of the Nazarene. However, there are students who come from different denominational back­grounds. Some may choose to go to the Nazarene churches because of convenience or to be with friends, but others have sought out their own church. Senior Bridget Fomell at­tends Immanuel Baptist Church.“They are real traditional. They sing but are trying to make it more up-tempo with choruses. The pastor really studies his sermons. I’ve been going to church forever so I don’t need a surface message. I need something deep,” Fomell said. “He digs deep and tells you what it means and how you apply it ”Some students might be a little intimidated to attend a church of a different denomination, but Fomell says that there haven’t been many problems that students or fac­ulty have had with her hailing from a different denomination.
“I guess I’ve never been ashamed. There is not many differ­ences between my kind of Baptist and Nazarene. Nazarene preaches more on holiness and sanctification. It’s something I believed all of my life but never knew the formal names,” she said. Some students also attend Catholic churches. St. Rose of Kankakee is a church that some stu­dents attend.“I would recommend it to someone. The community in the church is like a small family,” junior Kari Robertson said.While there is a broader spectrum of beliefs at Olivet, all have the advantage of worshipping to­gether in chapel on Wednesday and Thursday mornings, which helps stu­dents grow together spiritually no matter what religious background each is from.
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B Y  SUSAN CARBAJAL Features WriterThe campus of Olivet re­quires an extensive amount of stu­dents to help with day-to-day opera­tions, so that the university might run smoothly. Some of these jobs, like custodial or security, often require extra effort.On the other hand, there are jobs some want because they seem easy to perform. These jobs in­clude sitting desk at Ludwig Center, assisting in the computer labs, and sit­ting desk in the upper class dorms. While these jobs appear to be work a person could do in their sleep, there are aspects in all the jobs that require more effort than thought.Those who don’t have their own computer must go to the computer labs in order to access their e-mail, surf the Internet and even write a paper. As a way to protect the
computers from vandalism, there is an assistant that sits in the computer labs during hours of operation.There are computer labs located on the third and fourth floors of Burke, Larsen Fine Arts Center, two in Benner Library, Reed Hall of Sci­ence and Wisner Nursing Hall. The people who work in these labs not only help with any computer prob­lems encountered during normal use, but workers in each lab have.indi­vidual responsibilities.Those who watch the lab in the basement of Benner also serve as English tutors. Those who watch the Wisner lab must hand out tests and quizzes as well as videotape nurs­ing skills. These might seem like simple jobs of babysitting, but senior Jessica Edrington, a transfer student from Ball State University who sits in Benner, says that there is more in­volved. She decided to take this job
Ludwig Center employee Damon Price answers a question fo r sophomore Amy Boone. Price's job  includes making 
change and monitoHng the Red Room. Occasionally, be might get some homework done between the phone calls 
and handing out game equipment. 0ohn Dickson photo)
Senior Amanda George sits desk at the Benner Library computer lab. Besides 
assisting lab users with their work, she must make sure each person signs in 
and out properly. Qohn Dickson photo)
because she already knew about com­puters. “However," Edrington said, “it took me time to get used to the new system.” Her job involves making sure that everyone signs in and out and pays for copies they make. She dislikes this aspect of her job because “people take out their frustrations on me without consider­ing that I didn’t make the rules,” said Edrington.Even beyond this, she is on call constantly. If someone needs help with their computer or with an English assignment, she has to drop everything to help them. For these reasons, she needs to make sure she uses tact in all situations, something that can be difficult on days filled with frustrated students.Another job people take for granted is sitting desk at Ludwig Center. While most people believe this to be a non-thinking job, it keeps Cheri Anthony oh her feet This is her second year as a Ludwig attendant. “I like my job because I like talking to the people passing by,” Anthony said.A Ludwig worker is reponsible forgiving out phone num­bers for people that need them. And sometimes the phone will ring ten or
twenty times in the course of five or ten minutes.Another responsibility is to give out general information about Olivet’s campus. This means the host or hostess must be well-informed about the University.During the evenings, lower-level Ludwig has its own worker who is responsible for handing out pool and ping-pong equipment. In addition, the worker is also in charge of what is watched on the television in the Red Room.One of the things Anthony dislikes about her job is answering the phone. “People are rude! They don’t realize there’s only one phone book!” she said. Another frustration is that she must be polite regardless of their behavior. Another job that most people think is easy is being a door attendant at the upperclassmen dorms in the early hours of the morn­ing usually from 1 to 5 a.m. A person sitting desk is responsible for check­ing people in and out of the dorm during this time.Most think this job in­volves nothing more than sitting in a chair and doing homework. Jodie Tibbs, a senior, sat desk when she was
a sophomore. She recalled, “It was a good chance to get my homework done, because it was so quiet."'However, the person sit­ting desk is obligated to stay for the duration of the shift, even after fin-, ishing his or her homework. One of the difficulties of this job is staying awake. “There was no way of en­tertaining myself; there was no one else to talk to,” Tibbs said. In fact, she would create bruises on her body from pinching herself to stay awake.Additionally, it was a diffi­cult job because it made her tired for the rest of the day. “It was hard for me to catch up on my sleep,” Tibbs shared. Yes, everyone needs money. A job is a great way to be­come self-reliant, and there are a va­riety of on-campus jobs available for those with work study. But don’t un­derestimate the importance of the “easy” jobs. When someone tells you they sit desk in Ludwig Center, sit desk in a dorm or supervise one of the computer labs, don’t think some­one hands them their paycheck on a silver platter. They earn their money just like everyone else: through hard work.
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BY HEATHER KINZINGER Sports EditorThe Conw ay era has started with a bang.For the first time in 14 years and only the third time in the 20-year history o f Olivet football, the Tigers are 3-0 to start a sea­son. And with a win on Saturday, the team can tie the school-record 4-0 start set by the 1982 Tigers. That group,which included Coach Mike Conway, finished 7-3 on the year. Despite all the hoopla, however, Conway and the team aren’t relaxing just yet“This is a w hole new program  h ere ,” Conw ay said, “We’re pleased that we’ve won our first three games, but certainly not satisfied with what we’ve done. We can make improvements.”Improvement had to be the theme for the Tigers last Sat­urday, when the defense hoped to redeem itself from a less-than-stel- lar Septem ber 21 performance against Alma College.In a crossover league, game with Tiffin University (0-3) on Saturday, the Tiger defense had a solid second-half effort en route to a 15-7 win.Trailing 7-6 at half-time, Olivet gained a mere six yards on their first offensive drive o f the
BY HEATHER KINZINGERSports EditorIt may not be the melo­dious Tiger unit that fans have been accustomed to seeing on the field this season, but the Olivet football team has recendy shown their other talent: singing a fight song arranged by Coach Mike Conway, or was it Coach Mark Hodson, or Coach Brent Salem, or...? Coach Conw ay co n ­tends thata fight song was first his
Sophomore receiver Matt Ross gains yardage on one o f bis six receptions Saturday against Tiffin University, (photo by Damon Price)second half. But Olivet’s defense stood tall on Tiffin’s first drive, as defensive end M ike Chitw ood sacked Tiffin’s quarterback for a loss o f 13 yards on a third-down play, forcing a punt. *And Olivet’s offense re­sponded, as Tiger quarterback Brad Odgers (19-of-27,198 yards) con n ected w ith receiver Je ff  Knight on a 19-yard touchdown pass at the 6:42 mark o f the third quarter, capping a drive that in­cluded short gains by fullback Josh Cim ala and tailbacks Chris Zierm an and Jason W ard, who leads the team in rushing with 254
yards on 39 carries. A two-point conversion attempt foiled, but the Tigers secured a 12-7 lead.In the fourth quarter, Jo e  Holland tacked on a 21-yard field goal, capping a drive high­lighted by a fourth-down gamble that resulted in an 11-yard pass from Odgers to Knight.In all but one drive in the second half, Tiffin’s offense could manage no more than four downs. Olivet’s defense stuffed the Dragons’ second-half running game, which produced on'y nega­tive yardage and 22 total yards o f offense. Tiffin finished the con­
test with a mere 62 yards rushing and 225 total offensive yards, com­pared to Olivet’s 146 yards rush­ing and 344 total offensive yards.Kicker Jo e  Holland, the seventh-ranked kicker nationally in the NAIA, provided the Tigers’ six first-half points. Holland put Olivet on the board first with a 34- yard field goal in the first quarter and later in the quarter, added a 45-yard field goal.Tiffin’s only score o f the game came at the 5:22 mark o f the first quarter on a seven-yard pass from quarterback David Marks (5- of-9, 41 yards) to receiver Mike
Kancler and the ensuing PAT from Ken Stroem pl. Marks and Rob Shipp (l-o f-7 ,28 yards) had to fill in for the Dragons' starting quar­terback Matt Dasher (5-of-8, 94 yards), who sustained an injury early on in the contest.On October 12, Olivet will travel to NAIA Division II No. 1-ranked Findlay for a 1:30 p.m . tilt. The Tigers open conference play this Saturday when they host Taylor University in a 1:30 p.m . matchup at Ward Field and hope to avenge last year’s 13-3 loss.“I think our guys have something to prove against [Tay­lor],” Conway said. “I think this could be a rivalry situation within our conference. We’re looking at it that way. We want this really bad.”
Injury update: Running back Hollist Brown will not see action for two more weeks. Fullback Mike Gruppen (hamstring strain, MCL sprain) is doubtful for Satur­day. Tight end Dan Adams is prob­able with a bruised rib and some muscle strain. Offensive tackle John Hoogendoom will play Sat­urday despite an ankle sprain.(Source; Football Trainer Beth Butterfield)
See page 12 for Alma and 
McKendree summaries
idea. In fact, the coach authored a version o f the song set to the tune o f Purdue University’s fight song. Unfortunately for Conway, his version didn’t go over too well.“...it was vetoed, so they didn’t like my fight song. They cam e up with their own fight song," Conway lam ented. “My fight song is in a file somewhere. It might be the best fight song in the world, but we’ll never know, •because they didn’t like my fight song.”
So it was up to Coaches Hodson and Salem to write a new version. The coaches presented their song to the offensive team the Friday before the Tigers’ first game at McKendree College. The whole team eventually caught on and sang it Saturday morning be­fore the game.“It [the singing] was kind o f rough,” Conway said, “but it’s gotten better over the last couple o f weeks.”All hum or aside, the
song has provided a sense o f unity for the team. After every game, the Tigers turn and sing to the fans. “At the end, when we get together - no matter what hap­pened on offense or defense - at that p o in t, w e’re all T igers,” kicker/punter Jo e  Holland said.“I think it gives the team something to rally around, the as­pect o f being $team  and being proud o f their school,” Conway said. “That’s why we did it.”
The words to the song, set to the University o f Southern California’s fight song, are as fol­lows:
Fight on, fo r  O.N .U.
Fight on, fig h t on, so bold a n d  
true.
Fight on, fo r  O.N .U.
Fight on, fight on, we are fo r  
you.
We are fo r  you  
Fight on.
ForO .N .U .
Fight on.
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BY PAUL SCHWADASports WriterA difficult schedule con­tinues to plague the men’s soccer team, which has struggled to a 2- 7 start, giving the Tigers only one win in their last four games.The stretch began ort Septem ber 23 when the team dropped a 2-1 decision to North Park College. A conference con­test against Rosary College proved to be a repeat performance, with Marcus Wood scoring the only goal in both games. One other bright spot was goalie Jerem y
Thelen, who had a standout per­formance against Rosary with an impressive 15 saves.The Tigers then bounced back in a big way with a 9-0 pasting o f Rockford. Seven different individuals scored in the game, led by Je ff Wardlaw's two goals and three assists. Wood, David Kruse, Josh Hodges, Rob Francis, Benji Allen and Craig Manes all got in on the action with one goal apiece.Success didn’t last long, however, as the team lost a tough contest to St. Ambrose College by
BY GABRIELLE GARRETTSports WriterThe Lady Tigers have had a rough time the last three weeks. After starting their season with a victory, the team’s record now stands at 2-4-1.But the team did man­age a 3-J victory at Trinity Chris­tian last night.The Lady Tigers fought to a 2-2 tie in Tuesday night’s
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a 3-0 margin on Monday. Accord­ing to Head Coach Larry Cary, the road doesn’t look to get much easier for the Tigers as they head down the stretch.“T here’s not a weak team in there,” he explained. But despite this year’s rebuilding sea­son, Cary is optimistic about the future o f men’s soccer at Olivet. .“Overall, I’m real posi­tive about men’s soccer. We’ve got a real talented group o f new players.” H ow ever, the word “new” is key. Cary blames a lack
gam e against visiting Robert Morris. Keri Stipp scored Olivet’s first goal on an assist from Bethany Heidel. Cindyjones provided the rest o f the scoring for the Tigers with a goal assisted by Kirstyn Polmounter.O n Septem ber 26, O livet lost 3-0 to host Bethel. Goalie Amy Conradi had 10 saves in the contest.i On September 23, the
BY MICHAEL McFARLAND Davis and Mike Arroyo have their___________ Sports Writer work cut out for them on thisSenior Adam Reynolds, year’s Olivet golf team, sophomores Ben Moreland and Best in the conferenceJ.D . Trotter, and freshmen Clayton last year and sending last year’s
o f experience and team chemistry, crucial ingredients that will come with time.“We’re having growing pains,” Cary said. “Thirteen o f our twenty-two players are freshmen. We’re starting seven underclass­men out o f eleven.”Cary sees nothing but good things ahead for Tiger soc­cer. “If we keep these guys to­gether, we’re going to have a re­ally strong team.”The team played at Trin­ity Christian last night and next, hosts Taylor on October 5.
Lady Tigers hosted North Park and lost, 6-0. Goalie Amy Conradi racked up 14 saves; Kristin Cox fin­ished with six.O n Septem ber 20, Olivet hosted St. Ambrose and were stung with a 10-0 defeat. Conradi had 21 saves in an attempt to keep the team afloat.The problem s started on September 14 when the team traveled to Trinity Christian and
lost, 5-1. Jodie Fischer scored the lone goal for the Lady Tigers on an assist from  C indy Jo n e s. Conradi had 7 saves. -’W e are a first-year pro­gram and many o f the girls are still learning, but we are going to keep pushing on,” Coach Larry Cary said o f the team’s struggles.The team travels to Au­rora on O ctober 4 and hosts Judson on October 8.
(164
Ryan Snow to nationals, the team again has set its sights on regional competition. But with the depar­tures o f Snow, who transferred to Ohio State University, and gradu­ates Ryan Newell, Tom Butterfield, and Marty Felesena, inexperience becomes the team’s major weak­ness. But Reynolds is quick to point out that the team is “smart” and has a lot o f “promising poten­tial." Moreland added that one o f the team’s strengths is its ability to work together.So far the team, led by 16-year veteran golf coach Larry Watson, has almost consistendy been taking third place out o f five colleges in the conference, which includes St. Francis, Rockford, Au­rora, and Trinity International.
This includes the team’s third- place finish on September 3 at the Fox Valley G o lf Course at Aurora.Reynolds holds one o f the best top-six all-around cumu­lative scores in individual compe­tition. The team’s consistency can be attributed to practice tim e.:“It takes daily practice to be a golfer, as anybody will tell you,” Reynolds said.To that end, Moreland goes for three-hour chunks o f time every other day.Collectively, however, the team has an eye on October 18-19 regional action.O n O ctober 8, O livet will travel to the Wedgewood G olf Course in Joliet for a 12:30 p.nt. match.
Olivet 44, Alma College 40 (at Ward Field, September 21) 
1186» Alma33 Fust Downs 20 U  17-74 Rushes-Yds. 56-311 484 Passing Yds. 189 8-65 Penalties-Yds. 4-54 Tigers 3 14 13 14—44 Alma 7 6 7 20-40 
First QuarterAlma: Gordon, 20-yd. pass from Nietzke . (Brands PAT)Tigers: Holland, 32-yd. field goal 
Second QuarterAlma: Dawood, 4-yd. pass from Nietzke (Brands, missed PAT)Tigers: Ward, 1-yd. run (Holland PAT) Tigers: Ross, 11-yd. pass from Odgers (Holland PAT)
Third QuarterTigers: Adams, 27-yd. pass from Odgers (Holland, missed PAT)Alma: Brands, missed 24-yd. field goal Tigers: Fish, 10-yd. pass from Odgers (Holland PAT)Alma: Dawood,1-yd. pass from Nietzke (Brands PAT).
Fourth QuarterAlma: Dawood, 3-yd. run (Brands PAT) Tigers: Cimala, 4-yd. run (Holland PAT) Alma: Hance, 24-yd. pass from Nietzke (Brands PAT)Tigers: Gruppen, 56yd. run (Holland PAT) Alma: Warren, 57-yd. pass from Nietzke (Brands, misled PAT)Team LeadersRushing—Tigers: Gruppen 13-101, Ward 14-72, Odgers 9-54, Cimala 9-52, Zierman 11-32 McKendree: Dawood 12-46, Kartes 3-32, Nietzke 2--4
Passing - Tigers: Odgers li-15-0, 189 McKendree: Nietzke 43-63-2,484 
Receiving - Tigers: Fish 2-81, Adams 3-68, Ross 2-19, Knight 3-17, Cimala 1-4 McKendree: Warren 12-178, Gordon 9-97, Hance 677, Jess 8-75, Dawood 650, Kartes 2-7
Olivet 31) McKendree 0 (at Lebanon, September 14)
Tigers McKendree'28 First Downs 7 58-325 Rushes-Yds. 35-70 169 Passing Yds. 41 3-2 Fumbles-Lost 3-1 10-153 Penalties-Yds.' 4-25 Tigers 0 14 14 3—31McKendree 0 0 0 0 -0  
Second QuarterTigers: Zierman, 7-yd. run (Holland PAT) Tigers: Ward, 8-yd. run (Holland PAT) 
Third QuarterTigers: Adams, 39-yd. pass from Odgers (Holland PAT)Tigers: Ward, 23-yd. run (Holland PAT) 
Fourth Quarter Tigers: Holland, 38-yd. field goal 
Team Leaders
Rushing - Tigers: Ward 9-144, Zierman 16 71, Gruppen 13-57, Stamper 11-52 McKendree: Brooks 10-26, Morehouse 9- 25, Kleeschulte 2-12, Stolarski 611 
Passing - Tigers: Odgers 12-24-0,169 McKendree: Karnes 2-10-1,31; Pittenger 1- 4-0,10
Receiving • Tigers: Knight 7-81, Adams 2- 56, Ross 2-23, Cimala 1-9 McKendree: Gross 3-34
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BY CARISSA SCHAPER Sports WriterStill trying to rid them­selves o f last year’s shadow o f de­feat, the women’s varsity volleyball team is struggling to gain the con­fidence that could help put them on top.“We’re doing all right,” Coach Brenda Williams said. “Some o f the larger in rank teams I feel we can com pete with but I don’t know if the girls believe that yet, They are still not quite sure how good they can be.”Currently the Lady Tigers are 12-10 overall and 2-0 in the Chicagoland Collegiate Athletic Conference.The team’s season started off on a-positive note after placing third at the Septem ber 6-7
Cedarville College Tournament. Freshman setter Kylie Redman and senior middle hitter Maria Dobson picked up All-Tourna­ment Team honors.“The team played really well,” Redman said. “When everyone else does their job it makes my job easier. I tried to hustle and work hard and I think that is why I might have got it. I’m definitely excited.”The Lady Tigers won their first game against Spring Arbor, (15-7, 15-7) at the Septem ber 13 St. Francis Tournam ent in Fort W ayne, Indiana. But the team wasn’t able to trium ph in the matches that followed. Still, Coach Williams feels very happy about her players’ overall performance and said that it had a major influ­ence on their September 17 con­
ference m atch against tr in ity . Christian. The Lady Tigers won the match in five competitive games, 15-7,2-15,12-15,18-16, and 12-15“That [St. Francis tournament] was a very strong tournament It [Trinity Christian conference game] was after that rough week­end with some tough teams in the St. Francis Tournam ent, but I think that it prepared us for it,” Coach Williams said.Williams is used to such strong co m p etitio n , as she recently earned her300th career collegiate win at the September 21 Olivet Nazarene Invitational. After play­ing two tough games with Purdue- Calumet, 15-2,12-15, the team was able to win the semifinal match in a third game, 15-7.“It was nice to get my 300th
win with these girls. They fought so hard for the match and were excited for me too. It was a nice moment at the tim e,” Williams said.After exerting a lot o f energy in the semifinal game, the team wasn’t able to pull it o ff in the fi­nal game against McKendree Col­lege but finished with a second place in the invitational.Being at the top is an unfamil­iar place for the team. While their talent was able to earn a smashing win against conference opponent Robert Morris on September 24 (15-0,15-3,15-0), the pressure o f new expectations hurt them in the following Trinity Christian Tourna­ment.‘W e played Lee College, like 20th in NAIA, 12-15,12-15 and 11-
15. We were in the game; we just couldn’t get over the hump. We second-guessed ourabilityandgot scared instead o f going in for the win,” Williams said.The Lady Tigers played against Illinois Institute o f Technology on October 1 and were able to put themselves back on top, winning the conference match in four games.W e ’re going to win a lot o f matches but make a lot o f young mistakes. We stay close in most o f the matches we play. It’s usually the mistakes that catch us,” Will­iams said.The Lady Tigers will be com­peting at the Prairie Classic at Eu­reka College, October 5 (TBA). O n O cto b er 10, O livet hosts Judson College at 7:00 p.m.
BYJANELL WAID Sports WriterPerseverance, competi­tiveness, and experience are the words Coach Obie Coom er uses to describe the 1996version o f the women’s tennis team.This team is w orking hard, even if  their 2-9 record doesn’t show it. “We never quit,” Coomer said.The Lady Tigers have been unable to com plete what they’ve started. Coomer.said that tie-breakers have become one o f the team’s worst enemies.Ju lie Brookman, Jaim e Schrock, W endy Zaucha, Polly Wait, Jenny Gingrich, and Shan­non Mullis comprise the team’s first through sixth singles seeds, resp ectively . Schrock and Brookm an, G ingrich and Ju lie  Hamilton, and Wait and Zaucha make up the Lady Tigers’ first through third-seeded doubles teams, respectively.Coom er said he sees
Brookman, Schrock, and doubles teams Schrock and Brookman and Gingrich and Hamilton as the Lady Tigers’ best hopes at the October 18-19 Regionals.Y esterday, the team  hosted S t. Jo sep h  and lo st. Brookman posted the Lady Tigers' only win (6-0,6-2) and now has an 11-2 personal record.An October 1 matchup with St, Francis saw Brookman again have the only win on the day (5-7,6-3,6-3).On September 28, the Lady Tigers beat Praire State Col­lege 94). O n Septem ber 20-21, the Lady Tigers finished third in a tournament o f Illinois colleges. Singles finalists included Schrock 6-4, 6-2, Wait 2-6, 7-5, 6-3, and Brookman 7-6(5), 6-4; doubles team  fin alists included the Gingrich-Hamilton 7-5,4-6,7-6(6) and Schrock-Brookman 6-4, 6-4 duos. ‘On September 19, the
Lady Tigers lost 2-6 to St. Francis. Brookm an won 6-2, 7-5 and Gingrich posted a 6-3,6-3 win.On September 16, the team lost 3-6 to visiting Rosary College. Gingrich won 6-1,6-1, as did Mullis, 2-6,6-4,6-4. Wait'and
Zaucha posted a 7-5, 2-6, 6-4 doubles win.The team  w ent to Concordia University on Septem­ber 12 and lost 3-6. In singles com­petition, Brookman won 6-2,6-4 and Schrock won 7-5, 6-0. The
Brookman-Schrock duo posted a 2-6,6-2,7-6 doubles victory.The Lady Tigers travel to Bethel College today for a 3 p m. match. The team will host Millikan University on October 11 (TBA).
Teach Conversational English Summer &  Fall OpeningsHousing &  living stipend provided. No experience necessary. Some cost for program fees and air fare.C all Educational Services International at1-800-895-7955
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BY CHARITY WILLARD ____________ Arts EditorSometimes it might seem as if there is nothing to do on cam­pus, but in some cases one may not looking hard enough. Craighton Hippenhammer, coordinator of the university’s Artist-Lecture series, de­scribed in a  recent interview an up­coming event for those interested in the arts as well as one that just took place. John Fischer, a noted au­thor and singer, will be the second of two guests for this year’s Artist-Lec­ture series. He will be speaking in , chapel and giving a second lecture in Kresge Auditorium on October 3.John has been a speaker, author and singer for the past twenty- five years. He has 11 albums of origi­nal songs published and seven books, three novels and four on-fiction One of his most famous books is Real 
Christians (Don’t)  Dance. He also writes a monthly column in CCM.The book that he is work­ing on presently is calledWia/ on 
Earth Are We Doing?: Finding Our 
Place as Christians in the World , which is due to come out next Janu­ary. It explores answers to the cur­rent culture wars pitting Christians against the world, battles that make it harder for the gospel to be heard and understood and confuse Chris­tians who are unsure where to stand.'John travels to many Chris­tian colleges and universities as well as retreats and camps. He enjoys talk­ing to small groups of people, attend­ing classes, and even going to cafete­rias - although he is quick to point out that it is for the conversation, not the food. Over the years he has en­tertained many. More importantly though, he challenges Christians to think. Fischer said, “Wouldn’t it be a switch if someone wanted to put us down for our Christianity but they couldn’t because we were doing so much good in the community and in the world that to put us down would
make them look bad? This is the es­sence of I Peter 3.16.”Recently, the Kiev Sym­phonic Choir and Orchestra visited Olivet as another featured guest of the Artist-Lecture series. Over 100 mem­bers of the 160-member choir and orchestra traveled here from the Ukraine. Roger G . McMurrrin, the conductor, is a 1961 Olivet graduate. He received his Master’s Degree from Ohio State University. At the con­cert, University President John Bowl­ing presented him with a plaque com­mending him for all his work among the Ukrainians.The Kiev Symphonic Choir and Orchestra was organized in 1993. Through the choir, a small Bible study was developed and eventually a church was formed. Since 1993, over 90 of the choir and orchestra mem­bers have become Christians.Many people probably don’t realize some of the difficulties a group such as this might face when | coming to America. There were many hassles with Visas. Originally, the Kiev Symphonic Choir and Orchestra were denied Visas altogether. Finally, they were granted Visas as non-paid per­formers because they are only paid the equivalent of two dollars a day. Also, it is hard for traveling musical groups to get into other countries for fear of competition.The members stayed with various hosts, many of whom were Olivet professors and staff. Craighton Hippenhammer was one of the hosts. He spoke about how amazed the Ukrainians were at all the things avail­able in America, such as an overabun­dance of food in grocery stores. The members were very impressed by Wal-Mart and many of them, despite the language barrier, talked their hosts into taking them. Agood expe­rience was had by all.Next semester, two more Artist-Lecture presentations are slated in addition.
The Kiev Symphonic Choir and Orchestra visited Olivet in recent weeks as the guest o f the Artist-lecture series. Over 
100 members o f the 160-member choir and orchestra traveledfrom the Ukraine to perform in Cbalfant Hall. Mem­
bers o f the group were hosted by several Olivetfaculty and staff members. (John Dickson photo)
Barnes and Noble
ers still attracts 
of college crowd
Students and faculty enjoy social, 
educational atmosphereBY SHANNON CLARK j | |  Arts W riterWhen the Kankakee area welcomed the new Barnes and Noble Booksellers last spring, faculty and students at Olivet found the facility had more to offer then just bodes. Not only is Barnes and Noble the largest bookstore for miles around, a Starbucks Coffee shop is located on the premises as well for readers and socialites alike.Unlike common book­stores, Barnes and Noble encourages people to skim through books, maga­zines and periodicals in their coffee­house before purchase. Chaplain Bill Bray, who can occasionally be found among the shelves, candidly said that “I love Starbucks coffee and to just to be able to sit, relax, read and some­times work on office-related matters.” Barnes and Noble also of­fers an atmosphere where students
can go and meet off campus. Lisa Ford commented, “Barnes & Noble is an interesting mellow place that offers a variety of entertainment like the poetry readings and discussion groups.” Store*supervisor Barb King added, “ A lot of kids enjoy the con­versation and study areas.”Since opening, Barnes and Noble has undergone some changes in their hours. The store used to.be open until 11:00 p.m ., but has re­cently reduced their hours to 10:00 p.m. Some students are disappointed in this change and wonder exactly why it occurred. The store, however, seems to still do as much as possible to accommodate students and other customers.Daryl Kreml takes advan­tage of their hours and points out, “On Friday evenings and Sundays, Barnes & Noble compensates for
Olivet’s deficiency to keep the library open.” Computer merchandise is . also available at Barnes and Noble. According to Heather Vasey, “They have quite a large amount of the new­est Software on the market, as well as a number of computer accessories.” Dr. Ruth McDowell Cook of the English Department said, “All the books I teach in my classes are available there, which had never hap­pened in Kankakee before. Another advantage is that I no longer have to drive all the way to Chicago to find Elizabeth Gaskell.”“Their selection of materi­als is incredible,” commented Bray.Barnes &  Noble provides for Olivet a variety of social as well as educational venues. Both students and faculty can take advantage of this resource and enjoy themselves in the process.
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Trying to find where you 
f  j  tin life?
College doesn't 
mean you have to 
"sit and wait" to 
fu lfill God's plan 
fo r your life. -
Kankakee First Church o f 
the Nazarene has ministry 
opportunities open 
fo r  those willing to serve 
with children... teens... or 
the Sanctuary Choir. 
Experience the excellence 
o f service!
Kankakee First Church o f the Nazarene 1000 N. Entrance Ave.933-1000
"Committed to reaching and preparing people to 
experience the excellence o f Christ."
